» GROUP TEST l Endpoint security
Trend Micro Smart Protection
Complete

T

rend Micro Smart Protection Complete is
an endpoint protection suite providing comprehensive threat protection for mid-sized
and large enterprise. On the endpoint, the suite
provides a range of threat protection capabilities – from basic, signature-based anti-malware
and web reputation to more advanced capabilities,
such as vulnerability protection (virtual patching),
browser-exploit protection, behavior monitoring,
packet detection, in-memory inspection and application whitelisting. Endpoint capabilities are optimized for virtual desktop
infrastructure, avoiding simultaneous
scheduled scans.
Data protection features at the endpoint include
port/device controls, endpoint encryption and integrated DLP.
The suite is enhanced at the gateway level by web,
email, instant messaging and SharePoint server
protection capabilities. Email protection capabilities can be configured as a gateway, and/or on an
Exchange or IBM Domino server. Web and email
gateway capabilities are offered as on-premise or
SaaS offerings (and customers are licensed for both
options automatically). Trend Micro also offers a
lower-cost Smart Protection for Endpoints suite,
which excludes the gateway, IM and collaboration capabilities. Smart Protection Complete also
includes mobile device management and mobile
app management capabilities for mobile devices
and endpoint protection for Mac OS computers,
enabling all end-user devices to be managed centrally and in a consistent fashion.
Central management is provided through the

included Trend Micro Control Manager,
which delivers alerts and integrated dashboard views (including user-centric incident timelines and compliance dashboards) across
on-premise and SaaS components. Administrators
set centrally managed policies, which are then
deployed to the various endpoint types, gateways
and servers.
Trend Micro hits all of the marks with its product
suite. Some of the standout features include Deep
Root Cause Analyzer, command-and-control capability, the Trend Threat Database, browser exploit
protection, application endpoint whitelisting, and
Virtual Patching at the endpoint (the virtual patch
is auto-removed when the physical patch is applied).
The company provides intuitive documentation for
installation, configuration and operation, as well
as a meaningful popup help feature. The tool’s
components are typically deployed on Windows 7
or 8 computers. Server components are typically
deployed on Windows Server 2012, with one physical server per software server subject to user count
limitations. The system installation was fast by
means of an application installer that used a script to
automatically launch each component of the suite.
Trend provides a basic, no-cost standard support offering that includes 24/7 phone support.
Fee-based options are also available, including
incremental support charges that are applicable if
the customer wishes to have ongoing access to a
customer service manager resource. The company
also provides phone and email support in addition
to website support, a knowledge base and FAQ
features.

DETAILS
Vendor Trend Micro
Price Starts at $49/year for
501 users. Smart Protection for
Endpoints, which excludes gateway, mail server and SharePoint
components, starts at $25/year
(15 GBP) in similar volume.
Contact trendmicro.com
Features

★★★★★

Ease of use

★★★★★

Performance

★★★★★

Documentation

★★★★★

Support

★★★★★

Value for money

★★★★★

OVERALL RATING ★★★★★
Strengths Full-featured product
components designed for ease
of use.
Weaknesses Hard to find a weakness.
Verdict Outstanding product. It is
our selection as Recommended.
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